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Q2 - What is this program doing well?

What is this program doing well?

The program offers great resources for STEM students.

Increasing student engagement in STEM. Meeting the initial goals under the grant and program outline.

Providing a needed service to an underprivileged population.

Providing a sense of comfort and inclusion to students using the services.

Serving the needs of STEM students

With the re-launch of STEM Harbor and end of Covid, it appears numbers are increasing regarding usage.

STEM Harbor consistently helps and provides students with resources like studying spaces, help with understanding challenging subjects, and
providing a home for our STEM Students alongside MESA.



Q3 - What could this program improve upon?

What could this program improve upon?

Re-evaluate the SUO statements that can measure the success of the program.

Secure future grant funding to create a sustainable, long term program. Find better ways to actively include CTE programs that are very much STEM

focused/aligned (Manufacturing, Architecture, Water Sci, Ag, etc...). Remaining goals are very ambitious (new lab classroom, etc), not sure enough
time left in grant to achieve remaining larger goals.

Need to determine a more consistant funding source.

Creating SUOs that document have positive environments correlate to successful completion of courses, certificates, degrees, and choosing STEM

careers.

Increase participation, particularly among male students.

Seek out/ask for funding to instituionalize program. I think this is a theat to the program and this is an area that speaks to the need to strenghten

the program.

STEM Harbor could enhance its impact by garnering increased support from faculty and staff, encouraging higher engagement and utilization of its

services by students. Exploring partnerships with entities such as VC Marketing, ASVC, and various STEM student clubs like Womxn In Stem,
Engineering Society, SHPE, and SACNAS, could further amplify their outreach and accessibility.



Q6 - How well do the program's objectives align with the VC Educational Master Plan?

How well do the program's objectives align with the VC Educational Master P...

Very well align.

Well

Aligned.

They align.

Very well.

Focus is on transfer and completion.

STEM Harbor significantly provides specialized support for historically marginalized students in STEM fields, promoting equity and access through

targeted resources, while simultaneously fostering active engagement via collaborative study sessions and faculty interactions, and encouraging
persistence by offering continuous support, positive environments, and mentorship to navigate challenges, enabling students to pursue successful

and lasting careers in STEM.



Q8 - I recommend the following course of action for this program:

End of Report
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# Field
Choice

Count

1 No action needed 28.57% 2

2 Strengthen the program 71.43% 5

3 Reduce the program 0.00% 0

4 Review for discontinuance 0.00% 0
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